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Abstract—Immersive technologies have proven effective for
learning, particularly in simulated environments. Part of the
success of simulation learning has been attributed to learners’
ability to interact - in an embodied fashion - with objects in an
immersive virtual environment. However, there are limited
explorations that directly compare the composite features that
have been credited for a simulation’s learning successes:
interaction vs. non-interaction; embodied controllers vs.
abstracted control; and head-mounted displays vs. monitorrepresentation. This paper outlines a design that could be used
to determine the extent to which each of these immersive
features, and combinations of these, contribute to learning
inside a single environment, allowing for more effective
comparisons.
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It is widely acknowledged that immersive computing
environments, such as simulations, can successfully enable
training and learning [1,2], and that this can transfer from the
screen into real-world situations [3,4]. These systems typically
leverage multiple immersive technologies, including
interactive environments, immersive environments, and
embodied interaction, in the belief that greater immersion
leads to greater learning outcomes [2]. However, recent metaanalysis suggests that this view is potentially too simplistic.
When the impact of individual immersive technologies on
learning has been studied, some devices, such as interaction
and head-mounted displays, appear to have a much greater or
more consistent impact on learning than others, such as
embodied control [5].
The different subjects and design goal discrepancies in
existing studies make empirical meta-analysis difficult,
however. The breadth of explored subjects, each prioritising
different aspects suited to their content and previous
pedagogical approaches, introduce many unique variables.
There are important differences between learning
environments designed to for cognition alongside accurate
motor-skill control for gesture intensive operations (such as
surgery) or reading emotional cues (such as nursing). While
cognitive learning could happen in either of these examples,
learners in the former would likely benefit from accurate
embodied controls due to the nature of the material, while
those in latter would likely benefit more from an enhanced
sense of presence.
Acknowledging the role that subject-specificity plays in
virtual reality learning interventions, and thus how each topic
may have its immersive benefits and weaknesses, we, like
Howard [5], still believe it is important to investigate the
relationship between hardware and software and general VR
intervention success. The central question - what is the effect
of commonly applied hardware and software on VR
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intervention outcomes? - requires contrastive experimental
design.
This paper suggests a design to clarify our understanding
of the effects of three prominent immersive techniques. It
outlines a study design that can explore whether interacting
with virtual objects creates a powerful learning effect, whether
that effect is more pronounced when the interaction is
embodied, and the extent to which using an immersive headmounted display enhances those effects over a traditional
monitor display.
I. BACKGROUND
Perhaps the most-explored, highly immersive learning
comes from the simulation space, which has decades of
academic pedigree and real-world industry applications.
Flight simulators and surgical simulations have repeatedly
proved that immersive education can successfully inform
learners at a rate comparable to that of real-world experience,
and that this learning is transferable to real-world applications
(see surgical meta-analysis by Alaker [6] or Haque [7]).
While many older simulations used augmented physical
tools as part of the simulation (e.g. an enclosed cab for pilots
or a laparoscopy for surgeons), more recent explorations in
flight and surgery simulation which leverage generic
immersive technologies (e.g. the Oculus Rift head-mounted
display and Leap Motion hand-detection controller) show that
effective learning outcomes still occur with virtual tool
representation [5, 8, 9].
If the success of immersive learning is not dependent on
having access to the exact tools (evidenced by countless
studies that do not use exact tools, or are entirely cognitive),
then it is reasonable to extend our exploration into other areas:
the ability to interact with a scenario; the embodiment of that
interaction; or the immersive environment in which the
scenario is presented.
A. Immersive Environment
It is widely accepted that being highly engaged with a
computer learning system provides beneficial learning
outcomes. It is also well-established that the use of immersive
technologies that prioritise user tracking level, stereoscopic
vision, and field of view (such as head-mounted displays),
allow users to feel so engaged in an environment that they feel
physically present in the virtual environment [10]. This
presence is then theorised to increase the effectiveness of the
mediated environment [11], as learners may be more mentally
engaged with the presented information [12, 13].
Howard’s meta-analysis found that HMDs and other types of
immersive output had a significant effect for learning
outcomes. However, there is also strong evidence countering
this conclusion. For flight simulators, various studies [14, 15]

demonstrated home-PC software experienced on a monitor
had equivalent benefits to the much more immersive enclosed
cab simulator environment. Studies comparing learning inside
HMDs with monitor often report enhanced presence and
engagement, but little difference in the actual learning
outcomes [16]. Some research even evidences an inverse link
between being immersed in an environment and learning due
to increased cognitive load demands [17]. It is possible that
general learning benefits from HMDs come from their ability
to reduce outside distractions, as the user’s entire field of
vision becomes the display [18].
Immersive environment learning success has more often
been linked with the affective factors surrounding learning,
such as emotional preparation [19]; motivation and enjoyment
[17]; or anxiety reduction [20]. These aspects are not to be
dismissed, as motivation and enjoyment are key factors in
long-term educational engagement and positive learning
outcomes [21], but they are not evidence that immersive
environments provide better immediate knowledge-transfer.
This is an important distinction if we are designing for one-off
training rather than long-term curricular engagement.
There is an argument to suggest that immersive
environments could play an enhanced role in language
education compared with other subject areas, as being
immersed in a relevant learning context is considered
important in second language acquisition. Language teaching
environments that are closer to the original socio-culture of
the target language, or can replicate aspects of it, are believed
to have better learning outcomes [22]. Evidence for this exists
in positive analysis of non-virtual immersion learning through
study-abroad programmes [23]. Therefore, by using language
memorisation as a subject for exploring the efficacy of
immersive environment learning, we can examine whether the
immersion has an effect in a theoretically-optimal setting.
B. Embodiment & Interaction
It is widely understood that rich interaction with objects in
an environment, whether embodied or not, has a significant
impact on learning compared with not being able to interact
[24, 25] and that interaction (amongst other game-elements)
can improve cognition in VR [26]. However, it is currently
unclear whether embodied interaction - enabled by inputs such
as gestural controllers or hand and body tracking - is
significantly most conducive to learning than non-immersive
interaction. There is evidence for its added efficacy [27, 28]
but also against any benefits compared with normal
interaction (“SpatialEase” [29]). Similarly, desktop-based
flight simulators, interacted with mouse and keyboard or
joystick, have proven the match for full cockpit replicas [14,
15]. Howard’s meta-analysis found that embodied interaction
has little impact on learner outcomes [5].
Many other investigations in this area are of limited value
for this discussion, as interactional richness is often added to
their embodied controls but restricted from their nonembodied
interfaces, such as comparing the dynamic creation of 3D
models with relatively dry text entry [30].
Similar to immersive environment studies, embodied
learning studies record many positive affective factors, mostly
relating to student motivation [31, 32, 33]. However, as
mentioned previously, while motivation strongly affects
learning, it does not mean that embodied learning is itself a
more effective learning process, especially for short-term
engagements.

C. Multimodal relationships
Generally, immersive input and output hardware have
been studied in isolation [5]. Investigations into the
multimodal relationships between interaction, embodied
interaction and HMD-aided immersion are limited. Vázquez’s
[34] study of verb acquisition demonstrated that embodied
interaction inside an HMD provides better learning and
retention than learning without interaction. Unfortunately, it
does not explore whether the embodiment is a key factor in
the learning process, or the interaction.
Howard recommends for more research to study the
effects of immersive types together, as they are often
“developed from a common theoretical perspective” and that
it is possible that “interaction effects may be present between
many specialized input hardware and advanced output
hardware, and these interactions are undiscovered in current
research”.
From the literature, it is clear that we need to develop a
greater understanding of the impact of different immersive
technologies on learning, their strengths and drawbacks, and
whether they work in harmony or conflict in an education
setting. It is not enough to, as many do, simply assume that
greater immersion leads to greater learning outcomes, even in
fields such as language acquisition, where immersion is
considered a strong contributing part of the learning
experience in the real world.
II. STUDY DESIGN
We propose a study designed to examine some of the
questions that emerged from the above literature:
•

Does interaction lead to better memorisation than
non-interaction?

•

Does embodied interaction lead to better
memorisation than non-embodied interaction?

•

Does an HMD with embodied interaction lead to
better memorisation than a monitor with
embodied interaction?

•

Is there any difference between memorisation of
the action, and the object of the action?

A. Procedure
Participants will be exposed to the learning environment
via a monitor, followed by the same environment with a headmounted display (or vice versa). Inside the environment are
three interaction types: objects that the participant can interact
with using embodied controls, objects they can interact with
abstractedly (“push X button to do Y”) and objects they cannot
interact with, which depict an action (see Table 1). Each action
and object are a noun/verb pair; the noun corresponding to the
object, and the verb corresponding to the participant’s action,
the participant’s avatar’s abstracted action, or a depiction of
an action.
Participants will be presented with each object/action pair
and their corresponding noun/verb pairing once, and then will
be allowed ten minutes of free practice in the environment.
We believe this presents a more natural self-learning
experience than restricting their exposure to each object/pair a
certain number of times or for a limited duration. The number
of engagements with each object/action will be recorded.

Participants will be tested immediately prior to the
experiment to gauge their base understanding, after each
training session, and exactly one week after the experiment.
TABLE I.

IMMERSION VARIABLES EXPERIENCED BY
PARTICIPANTS

Interaction

Input

Output

No

Analogue stick

Desktop monitor

Yes

Analogue stick

Desktop monitor

Yes

Embodied control

Desktop monitor

No

Analogue stick

Head-mounted display

Yes

Analogue stick

Head-mounted display

Yes

Embodied control

Head-mounted display

B. Corpus
Participants will be tested on their knowledge of 30
noun/verb pairs, although only 24 noun/verb contextuallyrelevant pairs will be included in the learning environment. Of
these, 12 pairs will be assigned to each monitor and HMD
environment for each participant. These 12 pairs will then be
distributed into three groups of five, one for each type of
object interaction.
Word pairs will be distributed so that they appear an equal
number of times for each interaction type, for each display
type, and for the session in which they are presented (first or
second).
The words are in Japanese and 外来語 (gairaigo; import
words) have been removed to reduce the chance of subjects’
inferring a meaning. The linguistic distance from European
languages should ensure that prior or inferred knowledge is
reduced for most UK-recruited participants. The equations are
an exception to the prescribed specifications of this template.
You will need to determine whether or not your equation
should be typed using either the Times New Roman or the
Symbol font (please no other font). To create multileveled
equations, it may be necessary to treat the equation as a
graphic and insert it into the text after your paper is styled.
C. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
Participants will be pre-tested to determine their existing
proficiency with Japanese. The participant pool will consist of
participants who self-report as having no prior knowledge or
only “extremely basic” Japanese knowledge. Of there, a
further pre-test evaluation will determine any familiarity with
words used in the study. If a participant has an awareness of
the meaning of any of the words they will be excluded from
the study.
D. Environment
The setting is a first-person, Unity-based 3D environment
with a realistic depiction of a coffee shop, with objects and
actions that are contextually appropriate. We believe the use a
of high context environment is more likely to determine any
differences between monitor vs. HMD learning than a
context-free experience, and it is unrealistic to imagine that
any real-world learning application would exist in an entirely
abstracted setting.

Fig. 1. Enviroment with textures removed, showing interaction zone
markers (which are hidden from users). User avatar highlighted in green.

The environment includes a non-player animated pedagogical
agent that guides participants through the experience. Nonplayer pedagogical agents have proven more conducive to
learning than text-based explanations [35] and are a good-fit
for demonstrating novel gestures. The agent will explain the
noun to be learned, indicate the game object that relates to the
noun (a realistic model of the real-world object), explain the
verb to be learned, and enact the gesture corresponding to the
verb. When a participant successfully performs the correct
gesture with the noun, the interaction with that object is ended
and the participant is asked to move to the next highlighted
learning area. After all areas have been experienced, the
participant can freely explore and repeat the learning
exercises.
Participants will use either an Oculus Rift (HMD) with
Touch controllers or a desktop monitor with Touch
controllers. For both display types participants will use the
Touch controllers’ analogue sticks to move their avatar from
a first-person perspective, using a combination of embodied
actions or the trigger button to control the interaction types.
E. Evaluation
In pre- and post-exposure evaluations, participants will be
asked to provide the English meaning of a Japanese noun or
verb. Nouns and verbs will be tested separately to reduce the
possibility for subjects to infer the meaning of one or the other.
The evaluatory tests presented post-exposure to an
environment consist of 15 nouns and 15 verbs, including three
noun/verb pairs that the subject has not previously heard. The
test presented one-week post-exposure includes 30 nouns and
verbs, including six noun/verb pairs the subject has not
previously heard. Participants will be instructed to leave an
answer blank if they did not know it
Participants will be asked to complete the IPQ
questionnaire (36) to provide insight on their feelings of
spatial presence, involvement and experienced realism after
each HMD and monitor engagement to enable comparative
analysis between presence, output technology and learning
outcomes. Participants will also be asked to take a VARK
survey (37) to determine their learning preference to

determine if a predominantly kinesthetic learning preference
influences the outcome of interaction type.
F. Analysis
We will compare vocabulary recognition success between
the different interaction types (interaction vs embodied
interaction vs non-interaction), the different display systems
(HMD vs monitor) and between both. We believe this will
allow us to answer whether there is any difference in
memorisation from the interaction types, between the display
types, and whether multimodal immersion has an impact, and
to what extent.
III. CONCLUSION
We outlined three immersive paradigms that are
considered to have an impact on learning in immersive
systems, despite mixed reports of their varying efficacies. Due
to the lack of clarity regarding how these immersive elements
affect learning, we presented a study designed to allow for
direct comparisons between these elements and their effect on
memorisation of language as a subset of general learning. We
also noted limitations of this study, including the varying
immersive requirements of different, subject-specific
learning, and noted how some of the unique factors of
language learning might reinforce the impact of presence and
HMDs on memorisation in this subject.
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